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In a society built and sustained on systemic racism, how
do we educate and empower ourselves and our children?
How do we fight racism and become allies with our
everyday thoughts and actions? One way to take action
is to create healthy ethnic identity environments for all
children at school and at home. Ilsa Govan, co-founder of
Cultures Connecting, shared three strategies in our
roundtable conversation on May 7.

 Work intentionally and actively on becoming aware

of your own assumptions about human behavior,
values, biases, and preconceived notions, and how
they impact your behaviors and attitudes toward
others.
 Actively attempt to understand the worldview of

culturally diverse populations.
 Develop and practice relevant and sensitive

strategies and skills.
 Advocate on behalf of others by taking action to

Children are making sense of race concepts all the time.
If we don’t guide them, they interpret reality based on
the lens of their own experience. Teachable moments
provide opportunities to address issues or offer
counternarratives. They can involve something that
children noticed or said, or something that you noticed.
When responding to teachable moments, be intentional,
ask questions to learn more, and practice. Remember
that you don’t have to respond right away, and the
response doesn’t have to be perfect or profound. Finally,
don’t shame or blame children.

create a culture of respect and equity.

Children constantly get negative messages that
perpetuate racism and stereotypes through media, books,
news, music, etc. The counternarratives have to reach
children just as often. As Govan stated, “There is a
benefit that you get by colluding with racism that can be
hard to give up.” For this reason, it is necessary to be
intentional about providing messages through media,
lessons, books, and experiences that run counter to
negative messages and stereotypes. This includes
positive role models of people from all backgrounds who
have stood up against injustice.

These strategies also work to combat systemic
discrimination against people that represent other
diversity and identity categories like gender, religion,
physical abilities, etc. Not talking about race, ethnicity, or
other discriminatory issues that marginalize
communities in our society is an “option” of privilege.
Many parents have to engage children in these
conversations very early, which makes all parents
responsible for working on these strategies, bringing
awareness to bias, and talking with their children about
what it means to be an ally. For more insights, see
resources below including a handout from Cultures
Connecting and lists of useful books and videos.




Cultures Connecting Handout: “Talking With Children About Race”
Cultures Connecting offers a variety of resources and workshops.



Videos: “Dear Child”
 When Black Parents Have to Give "The Talk"
 Muslim Parents' Open Letter to Their Children
 When They See Us Netflix trailer



Anti-Bias Books and Home Libraries
 Guide for Selecting Anti-Bias Children’s Books by Louise Derman-Sparks
 Evaluate your home library and media collections. Get ideas from this anti-bias tool.



Books for Children:
 Teaching for Change book lists from Social Justice Books
 Lee and Low Books Resources for Caregivers
 Diverse Summer Reading List sorted by grade levels



Books for Adults:
 So You Want to Talk About Race by Ijeoma Oluo
 White Fragility: Why It’s So Hard for White People to Talk About Racism by Robin DiAngelo
 Blind Spot: The Hidden Biases of Good People by Mahzarin Benaji and Anthony Greenwald
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